COUNCIL WORK NIINUTES
FEBRUARY I7.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, February 1'7 ,2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
STAFF PRESENT: Ci ty Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Project Engineer Don Davis; City Planner Don Boudreau; Project Engineer Lisa Benson;
Project Engineer Trevor McDonald; Police Chief Darin Adams; Leisure Services Director
Ken Nielson; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall.
OTHERS PRESENT Dallas Buckner, Ron Larsen, Jace Burgess, Laura Henderson, Teri
Kenney, Tom Jett, Tim Watson, Ron Riddle, Brent Drew, Peggy Green, Karli Eldredge,
James Jetton, John Shafer, Dennis Gray, Tina Dickinson, Vickie Graham, JeffRichards,
Justin Christensen, Brad Green, Garth Green, Stewart Adams.

CALL TO

RDER: Chief Adams gave the invocation; the pledge was led by Ken Nielson.

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda
order; second by Councilmernber Adams; vote unanimous'

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA _ MAYOR AND CO UNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rlsom - our Mayor did an admiral job in reporting the State of the City at

the Chamber of Commerce this moming. There was a lot of great information. As horrible as
2020 was we did a lot of good things. Phillips - will it be available on the City website?
Mayor - I will get the slide put on the City website, it talks about projects, building permits,
sales tax, etc. rMelling - one question fiom a constituent about water quality, they were able
to find total dissolved solids and ph but was looking for detailed report. Jonathan they can
contact the Engineering Department or the Water Department. We provide information in the
yearly water report. Paul - the water report is on the website under engineering. Jonathan
there is an annual report from the water department each year that comes in the utility bill as

-

well. rPhillips - a quick shout out to our Southwest Utah Public Health Department, all
people that I have talked to about the vaccination say how smoothly it went and they are
appreciative. rJonathan - I want to introduce the new project engineer, Mary Lisa Benson,
we are happy to have here in the Engineering Department. Mary Lisa Benson - I appreciate
the opportunity to work here. I was bom and reared in Parowan. My career has taken me
Denver, Boston, Anchorage, and Los Angeles. I am glad to be back where people are
productive.

PUBLIC COMNIENTS: TP eggy Green, Iron County Care and Share - I want to share
story that is sad in nature, but it is purposeful. The story highlights the gaps in our
community and a clear example of why we are no longer able to wear all the hats-

a
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On January 15, a social worker from the Cedar City hospital reached out to James, our
Emergency Tanporary Shelter Manager. A homeless gentlernan had made his way to the
hospital, and after his immediate care he was referred to a local physician. He was diagnosed
with terminal cancer. The hospital social worker was searching for hospice care for the
gentleman and at the time nothing was available. The social worker thought the situation was
very temporary and reached out to us.

The social worker was able to secure home health to see the gentleman in our shelter and the
process would continue to find hospice. While the situation was not something we are
equipped to do on a regular or long-term basis, with the help ofhome health we felt a few
days to a week we could do and agreed to welcome him into the shelter.
On the suggestion of entering our shelter, the gentleman

ONLY agreed to come to shelter

if

James was working. This highlights the trust our vulnerable population has in our team and

organization.

A spot

arose in hospice and the gentleman was struggling to say yes. Why? He lived solo in
homelessness, in the canyon, year-round. No walls, no roof. A visit to the ER and later a
doctor, and a terminal diagnosis was not what he needed to make the transition. He needed

mental health support to process his death. He needed someone experienced and
knowledgeable to support him and help make hospice ok for him.
The gentleman passed away last week. His health declined rapidly, home health came once,
the doctor wouldn't care for him in our shelter, no plans ever came to light on hospice care,
and he passed away in the best care we could offer.

It wasn't enough.
I know each ofyou, you are going to ask how you can help.
First - I am extending an invitation to join a GAP Analysis exercise hosred by the Iron
County Local Homeless Coordinating Committee. The exercise is required by the State of
Utah, and funding our community utilizes for support programs. SPECIAL NOTE: the work
completed by the Local Homeless Coordinating Committee is not organization specific and
provides a collaboration ofover 25 partners to produce solutions.
The GAP Analysis and numerous other reports are available to many throughout the state.
Ultimately, the data lands with the State Homeless Coordinating Committee led by the Lt.
Govemor.

Mayor

when is the gap analysis? You need a cross section, what does that mean in how we
can assist, do we need to help you get individuals? Peggy - the State Homeless Coordinating
Community just released the timeline, so I can get the gap analysis and committee together.
We will talk about how using, shelter, mental health, everything we serve. It is a group
exercise, a short agenda and look at the last two gap analysis which were informal. This is
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presented to the State Homeless Committee. We will work on gaps that we need to close.
Mayor - I have some people that did the intergenerational committee. Peggy - we have a list
of bills we are watching on the Iron County Care and Share website and homelessness HB 37
is reorganization of the homeless community in the State. They are trying to narrow to one
person to run homeless services. Phillips - thank you for sharing the story, and I hope you
don't have to do it again. We appreciate what you do at Iron County Care and Share. We
don't know the vastness, but we do appreciate you. Mayor - last meeting we talked about
motel rooms; did we get that figure out? Peggy - yes. We have quarantine and overflow. It is
working out very well. It helped with COVID, the rooms are working well. Mayor - are you
partnering with the Crisis Center? yes.

CARGO CO NTAINER DISCUSSION. JOHN SHAFER: John Shafer I moved into a
house on South Mountain View Drive in 1985, raised 4 boys and unfortunately due to my
wife's Alzheimer's will have to move to a place that is $5,000 a month at some point. Cargo
containers are popping up in the neighborhoods. One off200 North, one on 300 West, the
neighbors have a really nice view of something that shouldn't be there. Some are in the back
yard, to me it devalues other property. One on Fir Street, 1100 South, three containers make a
U shape and blocked with all type ofjunk. Two homes across the street are very nice and if
they wanted to sell this would devalue their property. I don't think they should be in
residential neighborhoods. If someone moves one in next to me, it will devalue my house that
I will have to sell in 4-5 years. I would request the City ban entirely from residential
neighborhood, or ifnot make thern located in the back of the house behind a screened fence.
we owe it to the people. I know the mess is devaluing property across the street. Phillips - I
agree with you. This has been before us a year or so ago. I think we need to address this. A
lot ofcities have ordinances where they can be located and the size, it is different ifyou are
remodeling. we need to come up with something, they have an ordinance in Parowan and
Enoch. We need to come up with something to improve our community. I would hope rvc
look into this. Isom - we did visit this within the past 2 years. I wonder ifthese are in
compliance with the existing ordinance. Paul - we chose not to regulate them. John - there
is a i9+8 Chewolet that has been there 35 years, the code people drive by it and nothing
happens. There is an ordinance no vehicles can park more than 48 hours. A home across the
street from me had a car there for 8 years. There is an ordinance about people parking the
wrong side of the street and it is not enforced. I assume it takes a written complaint. chief
Adams - it doesn't need to be a written complaint. You can do it through a phone call. John
- things happen in the neighborhood a lot. Our neighborhood has gone downhill in the past
25 years. another is parking a sheep wagon in his neighborhood. Another house built 25
years ago, the people left, and the house is occupied by people that leave mattresses and junk
in the front yard. The neighborhood hauled off3 trailers ofjunk last year and they are
building it back up again. I love the neighborhood, my wife loves the view, she can get
around the house and knows where everything is, so I want to stay there as long as possible.
Phillips - the best thing would be to call and file the complaints with the Police Department.
We are working with Code Enforcement and we are getting someone hired. I would like to
work on ideas to get something done. John - I totally support law enforcement. Melling - if
we go down the road we protect life, if there is a public health issue we step in. There are
things like this, we regulate how property can be used, but we have to be very careful about
protecting property values. But if there is something dealing with land use, we can do that.
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We are looking at a few things. People use cargo containers. With a shed over 200 square
feet you need a building permit. I talked with City staff, there are steps we can take to build
pretty things if we don't want ugly things. If you have some addresses, I would like to look at
them. Some people buy property not in an HOA so they can do what they want, and I agree
some taste differ, but where is the line we want to draw as a city. we need to be careful not
to do it on aesthetics, but do it on health, safety, land use. John I am hesitant to provide
addresses because I don't want a legal issue, but they are not hard to find. I would provide
addresscs ifit does not invade privacy.
Don Boudreau, city Engineering - the ordinance addresses some of this, accessory structure,
buildings less than 200 square feet don't require a building permit. But setbacks and parking
standards, aesthetics would be a policy decision. Hartley can you look up the meeting from
the discussion and we can refresh ourselves.

Tina Dickinson and vickie Graham - we were the original. My original thing was what he
said, wouldn't the structures be under building code, they are ou". 200 .quu.r feet. The
features need to address that they are not designed to be buried, they rust, the stacking also.
Safety wise they need to not be buried or stacked. I think that is a safety concem. Alio make
sure there is access for fire.
Vickie - I know someone in Parowan, they are pufting one electrified for their refrigeration
for deer and elk the other side for their ATV. Tina - should they be under buildingtde. I
contacted the engineers office and they would not do anything. They are not clasiified.
Brad Green - I am curious to know ifyou know how many building lots or houses there
are
in cedar city? 15,000, is that possible. I live in the county but hav-e property in cedar city.
This body when they make decisions do it for all of them. it is for thai reason thut
Hoe
exists. Ifthe neighborhood wants a consistent aesthetic so not everyone has to pay for that.
As man-y times as I didn't agree with the old building inspector chid Nay, there are different
places for different people. The city could make it e;sierfor HoA,s for something
simple
like this and the rest don't have to. The other issue is I personally built a shed on riy pr;perry
and I didn't have to get a building permit and I built it for aboutiz,3oo. t know you can
tuy
a shipping container for about $3,000. There is a reason people are dropping shipiing
containers is because it is cheaper than building a cute shed. I think youihould;k;it
cheaper for the solution of the little shed and the market will put in the cuter things. Most
people would like a stick built shed than a rusty shipping coniainer. I don't see a iafety
issue.

*

CONSIDER VICIN ITY PLAN FOR THE S ADDLEBACK SUBDI\1IS ION PHASES 28 (IROrr- HORSE RD O). LEA VITT LAND /DON BO UD REAU: Ron Larsen, Leavitt
Land - this is a continuation and modi fication to a recent plat that came through. The lower
end ofphase 1, they were going to do the second phase different, phase 2 has the cul-de-sac.
The first two phases get us to 70+ lots so the second access will have to go in when the 80
lots are reached. Philli ps - are you anticipating the two phases to be bui It this year? Yes.
Phillips - in the two phases, how many lots? Ron about 17 lots per phase. At g0 lots we
have to provide the second access. They have been meeting with the City to see if they could
get the entire road in, but we don't know yet. phi llips when we look at this week
a
from
-
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now, are we voting on phase 2-8 or 2 and 3. Ron - 2-8 in vicinity, but each individual phase
will come back at final. Isom - this is under the RDO umbrella. Ron - it is all R-l, the
average is about % acre density. Paul - the vicinity plans have a shelf life of 2 years, if they
build out ok, if not they will come back.

CONSIDER FINAL PLAT OF THE O LD SORRELL RANCH PHASE 3
SUB IVISI N WATSON ENGINEERING/TYLER RONIERIL: Tim Watson, Watson
Engineering - last month we had phase 2, this is phase 3 and it is by the College Farm. Tyler
- the bonding and everything is in place to move forward.
CO NSIDER FINAL PLAT OF THE NORTHFIELD TOWNHOMES PHASE 2 PUD.
WATSON ENGINEERING/TYLER ROMERIL: Tim Watson, Watson Engineering - we
combined phase 2 and 3 of vicinity plan into phase 2 final plat. We worked out the detail
with the trail with the City staff and everything is in order. Phillips - on the far east side is
there a masonry wall by I-15? Tim - no, there is an existing S-foot lence form UDOT.
Phillips - what is the 50 feet? Tim - open space. Hartley - what is CMU - concrete masonry
unit, which is a masonry wall. Tim - UDOT puts their chain link I foot inside the right of
way so there would be a gap. Hartley - I appreciate the wide streets and longer driveways.

CONSIDER FINAL PLAT OF THE G ARD EN TERRACE PUD. PLATT & PLATT
ENGINE ERING/TYLER ROMERIL: Karli Eldred ge, Developer. Tyler - there is one
issue, I talked with Landon, I was under the assumption I would have the letter ofcredit. I
ask that it be on action, so we have the letter of credit before voting. Phillips the width of
entry lor fire facilities, does it meet all fire code? Karli yes. Hartley - the public utility
easement, the requirements of l0 and 20 feet, but it shows 7.5 feet all the way around?
Jonathan - are you talking easements or setbacks? Hartley - I was confusing the two, but the
setback is just 12 feet. Don Boudreau - the rear is 20 feet, 12 feet on the south side.
Jonathan - I believe 7.5 meets ordinance for the utility easement. Action.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CON SIDER A RE OU EST TO WAIVE A UTILITY BILL
LATE PENALT Y. STEWART AD AMS: Stewart Adams I am new to the area. I had a
bill and was not aware it was due without a grace period. Isom - how much? Stewart 52.40
Phillips - was it due to the holiday or misreading the bill? Stewart - I sent the check that was
dated the right time and post marked the day before it is due. Melling - do we assess the late
fee based on the receipt or post mark? Paul - receipt, anything we receive we have to deposit
within 72 hours. We receipt them the day we get them. He mailed it out on the and it was due
on the 23d which was a Saturday, we will give them until Monday. Phillips - we received it
on the 27th, he said he mailed it on the 22d. stewart - I tried to call, it said to press one and
it gives you 3 seconds and then hangs up. I tried to get thlough to someone. I left a message
for Steve. Paul - I am guessing it was Steve Decker, he is at the Library. Phillips - did you
try and call on Friday? Yes, but after hours. Melling - I am assuming that since you just
bought a house in Cedar City it is less about the $2.40 and more about the policy. Stewa( yes, I am counting my pennies. Paul - a few years ago the Council passed a resolution
saying we are not waiving anything, a late fee, a facility rental, and that policy stood for a
while and then a gentleman that came up with a huge penalty and the council in offrce at that
time said we will look at waivers. Sometimes staff pays them out of their own pocket. Isom
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I am willing to make a contribution to pay the penalty so we can move on. Melling - do we
have a policy issue or not. I see some confusion of the post marking. I would rather not get in
that business. Ifthere is not a policy issue, maybe a contribution, I am not inclined to waive

-

fees. Phillips - it is a slippery slope because of different situations. Isom - the other one
didn't people put money in? yes, but it didn't get paid. Tyler - there were 4-5 months where
payments were not made. Stewart - I am in a new town. Phillips - We will take care of it.
Paul - there is an online payment process also. Stewart - it didn't let me because I don,t
have an email.
Brad Green - I think it is a policy issue, I recognize policy has been set. There is a weakness
in the policy, every financial institution gives a 5-day grace period. SW plumbing Supply
bills are due on the lOth and then no penalty until the end of the month. tt is a
poiicy; t
would encourage you to change it. Hartley - then the due date becomes the end of the grace
period. Brad - a grace period helps with the customer service. Hartley then the due dale
becomes the end of the month. Brad - if people come to me, I tell them it was due on the
l0th, so I gave you 20 days. A grace perioa limits the excuses.

*ik

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no further comments. The hearing
closed.

tglLrcHEARTNGToco
AT 380 N.cRos

PROPERTY

L9C4Ep

RoMERTL: Tyler

n@o

r,rn

- there is property on cross Hollow
the north and JD capital owns the property to the South. Mr. Holmes approachedio swap
ppp.",q to straighten up the property lines. The council gave the go ahead, appraisals were
obtained, city property appraised at $4 a sq ft. JD's at $3.50 sq ft.for2,l32.i{ square feet
which is $1,366. They want to pay that $1,366 and pay closing costs and swap the property.
Isom we are getting the full value? yes. phillips - it is better to square up tihe property.
Tyler - JD capital does have a business to come in and ernploy people. ua.tt"y *itt tn"."
be surveying to change the lines? Tyler there will be deeds. W" ,"ltt work through that.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.

PUBl-r.g HEARTNG TO CO
ING CHAPTER 26
DIALING WITH TTIE CI
RoMERIL: Tom Jett - I worked with the city for about 4 month. on ."d"firi[ ddnition,
and amending ordinances I didn't think made sense. we did research and I believe staff and I
came up with good proposals. I tried to make it a good deal for all. There are amendments,
Section 26-l-4 (157) we had travel trailer parks I asked it to be changed to RV parks. I was
looking at a project by an RV park and went to a financial institutioi and the pians were for
the RV park to have motor homes and some would stay longer than 30 days. i asked what we
could do, and Tyler and Don suggested that we go through planning commission. we asked
to rernove the 30 days. 26-vll-4 Mobile Home parks, the city said 5 acres were required, I
don't know why we have a minimum, it went through planning Commission twice so I could
do research, we came to the conclusion that 3 acres would be good. The previous ordinance
said 7 units per acre, we researched and came up with 12 units per acre and the city research
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validated that with the exception of l. Other concems with Planning Commission was she
didn't want mobile home parks coming up all over town. We said there had to be a minimum
of 20 spots to make it a mobile home park. Nothing else was changed with setbacks or zones.
I am asking ifyou would support the recommendation that has been thought out and
discussed.

- the section with mobile home parks, that was a longtime resident. The travel trailer
provision was something hook up to a truck, drive to a destination and stay a few days. Ifyou
take out the 30 days, what is the difference other than allowed in different zones. Tom - we
have mobile home parks with campers that have been there a year. People living in their RV
for extend period of times to build a home. We have construction workers staying in an RV.
I don't have an answer other than it is not designed for many to be long term. You may have
someone stay 4-6 months. They said Cedar City only allows 30 days. We all know a hotel
meant you stayed a few days, now they allow people to stay a long time and apartments that
are nightly rentals. I don't know the answer to your question or concem.
Paul

Adams - by eliminating that you could go under the term ofaffordable housing. Tom - in
theory. If we have an ordinance, we need to enforce the ordinance we have lor all parties.
The difference between me and some others is I ask for permission some ask tbr forgiveness.
Melling - with the change to the RV definition, if they start popping up in the HS zones and
we are seeing a huge portion living long term then our housing policy sucks, and we should
know that. Do we want to send code enforcement to all the RV parks? In an RV park they
will look at it and they will make more money paying nightly than monthly. If it becomes a
problem, we want to know about it. Campers are not designed to be lived in for an extended
period of time. I don't foresee it being an issue. I appreciate the 20 units on a mobile home
park. My understanding is it is only permitted in I&M-l and a conditional use in R-3. Tyler
- correct. Paul - the RV is allowed in CC also. The one on Cross Hollow Drive, the
neighbors expressed their displeasure, so we deal with it. Phillips - I see the dilemma Mr.
Bittmenn expressed, I know people that will bring their RV and stay for 3-4 months. What is
the difference if they can both stay as long as they want? Tom - Melling made a good point,
it is not financially advantageous to rent long term. I spent two weekends in St. George, if
they were out in front oftheir campers, I would ask them how long they had been there, some
had been there a year and it was not a disaster. There are beautiful RV parks down there,
some are mixed with patio homes. I don't see a downside. Melling - is it that we need to
more concisely define RV's, or are we worried about mobile homes going in? Phillips - a
mobile home would have to be skirted. I don't have a problem with the mobile home
portion. Melling - we could define travel trailers/RV's in working order, if it is a definition
issue we can delineate. Mayor - Chief Adams, have you ever used this provision, we will
use the one on Cross Hollow Road, to tell the RV owners they were not permitted to remain
there a long time? Chief Adams - no, we don't go their often, our concem is about the
alleged crime or issue at hand, but we have not used that. KOA would be another and we are
not there a lot and we are not monitoring that. Paul - on the definition to distinguish between
an RV Park and Mobile Home park would you have an objection if we just put used to
accommodate RV on a transient basis. Melling - I would agree with that. Isom - that is an
easy fix. Phillips - that gives distinction. Hartley - in Planning Commission there was
discussion about removing it from R-3? Tom - I did not suggest that, but it is not a bad idea.
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I don't think the two mix very well. Melling - there are some high-end options that cities
have done, but I think it is a different discussion for a different day.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Laura Henderson - I would ask even with a CUp
that it be removed from the R-3. Don Davis - former RV owner, I have in transition in
moving been in an RV with 3 kids,2 dogs and a bunny, it is not a lot of fun, but when you
feel moved fiom God to do something that is a path God gave you. There are people in real
hard times in an RV park, given everything to their kids and the world and the last possession
is the RV that they had to borrow a truck to get it there. we had someone say our shelter is
over run, busy with not enough resources. we have vicinity plans and people living in the
shelter will never afford to live in the homes built in those areas. Giving leniency ii a good
idea. They are kind of creepy, not always the best people, but all loved by God. There were
no other comments, the hearing closed.

CONSIDER GRA.N TIN G A LETTER DENYING AN NEXATION FO R I4O ACRES
OF PROPf,RTY L OCATED AT 5O()O WEST 30 O SOUTH. GO CIVIL/TYLER
RONIERIL: Dallas Buckncr , Go Civil Engineering - this is a 140-acre parcel in the area of
Hwy-56 and Thorley Ranch Subdivision. Preston Nelson is looking to purchase to do his
own farnily subdivision with 5 acre lots. We have to request a letter to dany annexation in
order to d evelop in the County. Planning Commission gave a negative recommendation
because the general plan was not done yet. The nearest city water is about 4,000 feet to the
north, the water conservancy District (wcD) hook up is closer. with a subdivision with 5
acre lots in the County sewer is not required, the nearest city sewer has a challenge and the
cost for a central sewer for 5 or 6 houses. The way he plans to access this is throigh an
existing county subdivision offCounty roads, similar to County subdivision. A development
ofthis type, low density wouldn't fit. So, they are requesting a letter.

- the general plan was an issue with planning commission, the other concem is it is
adjacent to city property and if we allow it not to annex we create barriers for the city
Tyler

boundaries in the future.

- the annexation policy declarations goes further to the west. Melling - city water is a
mile arvay and wcD % mile, is that a major aspect for the denial lener? oallas
-ihe timeline
with annexation and going through the zoning process. Also, city standards with water,
which we could do like 48 Ranch. The septic is an option, but we are getting back to another
county subdivision and bringing water would be cost prohibitive. It is also a similar concept
to Thorley Ranch. His intent is to have 5-6 lots with 5* acres so they don,t have to have a
central sewer. Melling - what is the flexibility with rural estates? Dallas it would limit on
the number of lots. The Iron west project has a lift station, I don't know ifyou could gravity
tlow to that. Mayor - how far is the Iron west subdivision? Dallas - the limits go out-and up,
but everyhing south is county and any city infiastructure south ofthe
euichapa line has not
extended. Melling - waiting on the general plan study is really dumb. Dallas residential
estates, this still would not fit into the general plan. Melling how much flexibility do we
have to work with them if we keep them in the City with the water and sewer? paui we
could do an agreement similar to 48 Ranch. Melling - would you still require ductile iron
pipes? Yes. Jonathan - City ordinance is 300 feet to the closest lot to sewer. you are
Paul
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showing 1,900 feet. Dallas - I think the channel would create a problem with the gravity.
Melling - the last one was in between 3 county subdivision. I am more tom on this than the
last. If we can figure something with the water and sewer, but if it is cumbersome and
proximity of the other county subdivision, I would let it go. Dallas - we have the ability to
the water service, but I don't know the practicality ofpuuing city water into this. Timeline it
is better in the County and more straight forward. I don't know how it would play out in the
future with the timeline. The master meters are decent size, for a PUD it is $30,000 to
$40,000. Melling - from a city standpoint they are not the best property tax collection. Dallas
- I don't know the benefit to the City to keep it with a S-acre lot size. Tyler - the benefit is it
is a wall; we cannot go around it and do a peninsula. It prevents the city fiom growing in that
direction, whether it be l0 years or 100 years, it is a roadblock.

CONSIDER GRANTING A LETTER D ENYING ANNEXATION FOR I.129 ACRES
N GS ROAD. WEST
OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT APPROXINIATELY IRON S
OF THE "Y". GO CIVIL/TYL ER ROI\{ERIL: Dallas Buckncr , Go Civil Engineering this is a little more straight forward. This is 1100 acres, only a small portion falls inside the
annexation declaration. Tyler - we had the discussion in Planning Commission last night.
State law says we cannot create islands or peninsulas. Ifwe didn't grant the letter they would
have to annex and to annex would be against State Code. Melling - could you force people
to the east to do it? Paul * before Cedar Meadows we cherry stemmed them all the way to get
it in the City. Melling - presumably they will tie into the sewer system, do we have an
agreement with the County? Paul - Iron County does not have impact fees. We have a
contract with Iron County to use the collection system and the treatment system. They
contract with us to maintain the subdivision collection and trunk lines. The limitation with
the County is they only get 2000 connections. They agreed to charge the same user fees and
that is how they pay us to take care of their lines.
Tom Jett - ifl have a subdivision and put 500 lots out there and each hook on to the City
sewer, we don't charge an impact fee? Paul - we can't charge an impact fee outside of our
city. We have a community wide impact fee to help manage growth. We would treat them
like every other person on fees, but we cannot charge them impact fees or upsize fees. Tom
- it looks like we are subsidizing the County. Paul - the City and County subsidize each
other all the time. We don't run a jail, the County does, we run recreational pro$ams, the
County doesn't. Wastewater plants are 10's of millions to build, we contracted with the
County and Enoch and it helped with the aquifer also. I don't know if it is fair and equitable.
Tom - it is the end user that has to pay the impact. As the County continues to grow it is
something we should work with the County to charge an impact fee and forward it to us. It is
the developer or home builder that fionts that cost.
Garth Green - on the impact fee there was $4 million for a sewer line to go in this
neighborhood, where are the lines proposed to go, and how close to this property? Jonathan there is an 18" master planned sewer lien to go through there. Garth - so the sewer line goes
to it, and we are not going to collect impact fees?
Hartley - are they developing this? Dallas - Frank Nichols owns it and we are going to talk
with the County about development. I don't know what the plans are.
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Tyler - legally, if we did want it to remain in the City, we will have to annex along the public
right of way to connect, or force the property that lies between the City boundary and the
property to annex into the City. While I have been here elected officials have not wanted to
force people to annex. Hartley - later on could we go back and require them in? Tyler - yes,
but we could not force them to upgrade to city standards, rve have had subdivisions ask to
come in and we can require them to bring it to code. Paul - we can make people bring things
up to our standards if they ask. Mayor - but if we want them in and force them in, we cannot
force them to come up to city standards. Dallas - Thorley Ranch before it comes in to the
City the improvements would have to be put in. Action.

RE\'IE\\' BIDS }'OR'I'HE

SE WER OFF-LINE G RAVEL TRAP (GRIT RENIOVAL
CIIANN EL). TREVOR N,ICDONAI-D: Trevor McDonald, City Engineering - we
routinely clean sewer lines, it takes about 4 years. Theyjet water down the line and than they
have to get rid ofall the gravel and sediment. It was a problem to do this at the treatment
plant. we now have 2 mechanical streams and they are worried that it will shut down the
streams. When you dump a dumpster full of gravel it is a problan. We have a budget of
$269,000 to design the gravel trap and put it to bid. There were two bids, one frornskyline
creations, Inc., and one from van con, Inc. the low bid is from Skyline creations in tire
amount of $221,996. we recommend going with the low bid. They have not done work with
the city in the past, they are from Parowan, they have worked with some projects in St.
George. Adams - where is Van Con from? Trevor - Salt Lake or West Valley, they are
currently working on the clarifier. Phillips - what happens to the sediment, and is there
odor?
Trevor - any rocks, debris, wood, Barbie dolls, etc. get screened out and is dumped into a
trailer and it is hauled to the land fill. Phillips - is there a drying period and how long?
Trevor - it is designed so the rocks and healy debris fall out and the bio solids pass through
and the treatment plant handles the bio solids. Adams why not any local bids? Trevor
last time we had 3 or 4 local bids. A lot of local contractors are busy. phillips the concept
is a good one. Consent.

-

CONSIDER BIDS FOR THE BULLDOG ROAD I2-INCH WATERLINE PROJECT.
DON DAVIS: Don Davis, City Engineering - the water line goes from Kitty Hawk to the
channel. It will keep the line clean and reduce hammering. It has been budgeted since 2017.
Six bids were received, the low bidder is John Orton Excavating in the amount of
$237,938.25. the total budget for the project was $323,000, but the low bid was a little
higher and we have some contingency built in. we can use extra funds from the impact fees
and water fund operation budget.
Phillips - does this have a direct correlation with the round about? Don it is close, the 12"
line ends just north ofthat and we are going to take it under the channel. we need to cross
the channel, so we want to move quickly. Consent.

CONSIDER BIDS FOR THE DESIGN & ENGINEERING OF THE INDUSTRIAL
ROAD PARKWAY PROJECT. DON DAVIS: Don Davis, City Engineering on many

-
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council meetings this has been a topic ofdiscussion. Street Department has done grubbing.
We put proposals for a trail and trail head. There is a lot ofcoordination that needs to happen
in that area. Three bids were received from Ensign Engineering & Land Surveying, PEPG
Contracting, and Sunrise Engineering. The low bid is Ensign Engineering in the amount of
$127,875.00. we think they will do a good job and they are local. Phillips - what is the
timeline for this portion? Don - I think we pushed it out because ofall the coordination.
Jonathan - 90 days. Don - Ensign Engineering would also be part ofmanagernent ofthe
construction. Consent.

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS. MAYOR EDWARDS: Mayor Edwards - we

need to

make some replacement and additions.

Historic Economic Committee replace Michelle Jorgenson-Jones with Jeff Corry as the
School District Representative. Add Danny Stewart as a voting mernber and Megan will be a
staffmember.
Active Transportation
Phillips

-

-

Add Ryan Gurr, and Mark Siernon.

they will all be good additions.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 7:55 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.

Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder

